
 

EXPAND XPS1KW Tripod Cover white one side
Cover for speaker stands up to 2.2 m

Art. No.: 83312090
GTIN: 4260338790011

The article is no longer in our assortment.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4260338790011

Weight: 0,20 kg

Length: 0.28 m

Width: 0.24 m

Heigth: 0.03 m

Description:

With the expand tripod sails you can elegantly hide your tripods and at the same time turn them
into decorative objects.
Multiple washings possible: A guest poured his beer over one of your sails? Just put the tripod
sail into the washing machine, over and over again
According to DIN4102 B1 permanently flame-retardant tripod cover: even after many washes
the tripod sails retain the B1 classification
Perfect color design with LED lighting: match the appearance of your tripod sails to the
decoration of the current location
Extremely stretchable fabric: due to its high elasticity suitable for any tripod (width from 1.00 m -
1.40 m; height from 1.10 m - 2.20 m)
Guaranteed wrinkle-free: you can twist it this way and that, any way you like, once stretched, all
creases disappear as if by magic
Tripod sails made in Germany!
Delivery in robust transport bag
Material composition: (black/white) 85% polyester; 15% spandex

Features:

- Best suited for reproducing light projections
- Extremely stretchable cloth
- Made in Germany
- For application areas such as: Carnival; Trade fair and shop fitting; Wedding/gala/events
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https://www.steinigke.de/de/mpn83312090.html


Technical specifications:

Type (general stands): Accessory

Weight: 180 g
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